Kinetics and mechanism for the reaction of cysteine with hydrogen peroxide in amorphous polyvinylpyrrolidone lyophiles.
Peroxide impurities play a critical role in drug oxidation. In metal-free aqueous solutions, hydrogen peroxide (H(2)O(2)) induced thiol oxidation involves a bimolecular nucleophilic reaction to form a reactive sulfenic acid intermediate (RSOH), which reacts with a second thiol to form a disulfide (RSSR). This study examines the reaction of cysteine (CSH) and H(2)O(2) in amorphous polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) lyophiles to explore the possible relevance of the solution mechanism to reactivity in an amorphous glass. Amorphous PVP lyophiles containing CSH and H(2)O(2) at varying initial 'pH' and reactant concentrations were prepared by methods designed to minimize reaction during lyophilization. Kinetic studies were conducted anaerobically at 25 degrees C and reactants and products were monitored by HPLC. Products were characterized and the kinetic data were fit to models adapted from the solution mechanism. Key differences in the reactions in aqueous solution and amorphous PVP are: (1) while only cystine (CSSC) forms in solution, three degradants-cysteine sulfinic acid (CSO(2)H), cysteine sulfonic acid (CSO(3)H) and cystine (CSSC)--form in amorphous PVP; (2) simple bimolecular kinetics govern the solution reaction while initial rates in amorphous PVP suggested more complex kinetics (i.e., non-unity values for reaction order); and (3) heterogeneous (i.e., biphasic) reaction dynamics are evident in amorphous PVP. The differences in product formation and apparent reaction orders in the solid-state could be rationalized by partitioning of the same reactive intermediate to multiple products in the solid-state due to the restricted mobility of CSH. Beyond the initial rate region, the kinetics in amorphous PVP could be described by the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched-exponential equation or by assuming two populations of reactant molecules having different reactivities. When reactive intermediates are involved, differences in degradant profiles and other characteristics (e.g., rate constants, apparent reaction order) in the amorphous-state may simply reflect altered rates for individual reaction steps due to glass-induced changes in relative reactant mobilities rather than a change in overall mechanism.